
 

PUBLIC MEETING TO DISCUSS  
THAMES ROAD CLOSURE  

(From 9th April to 9th October 2018) 

THURSDAY 24th MAY 2018 1900-2045 

@ Christ Church, Bastable Avenue 

Chaired by: Matt Scott (Project Director, Thames Ward Community Project)  
Allan Thacker (Chair, Thames View Tenants and Residents 
Association) 

Guest Speakers: Matt Carpen - Project Director, Barking Riverside Ltd 
Louis Chau – Infrastructure Manager, Barking Riverside Ltd 
John Hunter –  Be First / Highways 
Daniel Pope – Planning, Be First / LBBD 
John Walker – Highways, LBBD 
David Naggs – Highways, LBBD 
William Chan – Project Management Consultant, Thames Water 
Harriet Brown – Local & Regional Govt liaison, Thames Water 
Josie Channer – Thames Ward Councillor  

Residents in attendance: 57 in total  

 

Welcome & introduction 

Allan opened the meeting and explained it was to discuss the implications of the 
work being carried out in Thames Road from the 9th April to 9th October 2018, and 
the lack of communication from the developers or Barking & Dagenham 
Council.  Much later in the day Thames Water did 3 consultation events with no real 
effort made to take on board concerns but simply to give out limited information. 
Residents need to hold those responsible for the lack of engagement to account 
tonight and in the future.  By holding regular public meetings, the aim is to ensure the 
community comes together and campaign.  He introduced Matt Scott who, since he 
has been employed as Director of the Thames Ward Community Project 
(www.twcp.org.uk), has been invaluable working with the whole community. 

Matt reiterated the purpose of the evening being for residents to voice their concerns 
and to take collective action.  The issue that had brought people together was the 
partial closure of Thames Road from the 9th April to 9th October 2018 but behind that 
action was a lack of engagement and accountability.  The need to upgrade the 
sewerage pipes and sewage system would have been known about a long time ago 
so there was no excuse for the lack of engagement and dialogue with local people 
and lessons for the future needed to be learnt.  
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Ground rules for the meeting:  

To show respect for each other’s views and speak briefly so everyone had a chance 
to have their say and to focus on having a constructive dialogue with the invited 
speakers to ensure more positive outcomes for residents in the future.  This was 
agreed by those present. 

 

Group discussions and feedback: 

Residents were asked to discuss their views and experiences in relation to the 
Thames Road closure in small groups with those sitting at their tables before putting 
their questions and concerns to the invited guests which can be summarised under 
the following headings:  

Pre-emptive versus reactive work: 

● One recurring theme was that these works should have been carried out            
years ago before Barking Riverside was first built. 

Traffic 

● There have been longstanding problems on A13 leading to congestion on 
Thames Ward including the recent past (three weeks ago).  

● Residents already experiencing problems getting to work in the mornings          
thanks to the council lifting the restriction at Renwick Road for all and sundry              
to come through and then queueing to get into Bastable Avenue resulting in             
many people being late into work through these unacceptable arrangements. 

● Residents had found it impossible to get on and off the estate on a number of 
occasions since the works on Thames Road were started. Most recently the 
day prior to the meeting (Wednesday 23rd May) following one of many 
accidents on the A13 and a fire on River Road all bus services to and from 
Thames Ward were terminated all day leaving many people stranded and 
children walking miles to school crossing roads with significant HGV traffic 
without sufficient crossing provision.  

● Also great concern that the Council deemed Bastable Avenue suitable to be 
used as a rat run from the A13, despite it being a residential road with two 
primary schools, a health centre, a community centre, a busy church and a 
sheltered housing complex. To help A13 traffic the council decided they would 
relax the restricted entry to Bastable Avenue from 6-10am with no 
consultation and told residents “well we’ve done it and we’re not changing our 
minds”. 

● Residents from earlier phases of the new development in Stern Close, 
Estuary Close and Great Fleet also raised significant concerns about the 
impact of the Thames Road closure. 
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● Questions asked about the council’s/developer’s plans to deal with traffic once           
the 10,800 homes on the other side of Renwick Road are built. The lack of               
planning in considering congestion may well get much worse as the housing            
density increases. 

● Residents also raised the fact that they were promised a train service 50/60 
years ago that did not happen and that if that promise had been kept there 
would have been another route to access in and out of the estate. 

Health and wellbeing 

● The road closure was noted to already be impacting negatively upon local 
health and wellbeing by denying accessing to services as residents (including 
the elderly) reported having to cancel doctors and hospital appointments 
because of the delays caused.  

● There are also major concerns at the grave implications for emergency 
services trying to get onto the estate.  

Road safety  

● Residents spoke of how the Thames Road closure had caused hundreds of 
extra vehicles to use Bastable Avenue daily which had exacerbated 
pre-existing problems of speeding drivers and a lack of necessary safe 
crossing points for school children trying to get to school safely throughout the 
ward while traffic has increased so horrendously.  

● It was noted that vehicles race the lights from the top of Bastable Avenue to 
the end at Renwick Road and many vans and vehicles were very noisy.  

● Residents finding it more difficult to cross Bastable Avenue now as vehicles            
are driving at quite high speed. The suggestion was made that instead of our              
speed humps, which suit the buses, we should have speed tables that would             
slow everything down for the safety of all residents. 

Road quality/maintenance following increased traffic flow 

● Residents highlighted the fact that roads like Bastable Avenue and others 
nearby have seen a dramatic increase in traffic flow and since many are 
already in dire need of repair this is only exacerbating a pre-existing problem. 

Pollution 

● Residents were also concerned about the increased pollution that all the extra 
traffic using Bastable Avenue was causing and the associated dangers to 
their health, particularly when standing idle due to traffic jams. Councillor 
Channer also raised serious concerns on this topic and why this doesn’t seem 
to have been taken into account. 

● The importance of monitoring the pollution was raised, with the comment that 
Thames View residents were ‘in a pocket of pollution’. It was noted that there 
is a pollution gauge in Scrattons Farm which should be accessed to find out 
its results 
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Parking 

● Due to the Thames Road works the number of vehicles parking in Thames 
View Estate has increased dramatically, many of which are HGVs. 

● Complaints about vehicles from Thames Road being parked on Thames View,           
which has problems of its own anyway, despite the Project Manager at            
Riverside (BRL) being requested to find parking places for the displaced           
vehicles. 

A concern with River Road 

● Complaints about the major problems we have in River Road already that the             
council are either ignoring or proceeding very slowly on addressing. Issues           
include speed of traffic, public safety, fly tipping, pot holes, pollution,           
pedestrian walkways. 

Operational Questions for Thames Water  

● Why now? – Residents questioned why these works weren’t carried out years 
ago when the Council knew it would have to be done, why leave it until now 
when many more people live in the area, ergo more cars. 

● Night working - Residents questioned why Thames Water is not conducting 
any works at night to minimise disruption to residents. 

● Cones – Residents asked why cones are placed across the whole length of 
Thames Road when only a section of the road is being worked on. 

● Stress tests – were they done? 
● Work sufficient for whole development? - It was questioned whether the work 

was sufficient for all 10,800 new homes of the Barking Riverside development 
or whether this was going to happen again at a later stage? Why not do it all 
properly now? 

Poor Consultation 

● Residents were adamant that the need for these works was known long in 
advance so why has it taken them so long to do the work and why was so little 
notice given to residents and with such poor community consultation 
processes?  

● The approach of a small article at the back of the local paper represented the 
minimal effort required and residents wanted to know why the council and 
developer didn’t have the courtesy to engage with residents to let them know 
what was going to be happening. 

● One resident confused as to why she had heard nothing about what was             
going on until one of our leaflets was put through her door announcing the              
public meeting. 

Community Engagement in local decision-making 
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● One resident asked “who is representing local people in decisions being made 
by the responsible authorities? Does Matt and the Thames Ward Community 
Project have a seat at the table? Are the developers engaging with the 
Tenants and Residents Associations? Who represents residents in 
conversations about this development which impacts our lives so much?” 

● Another asked “where is the community engagement strategy for the Barking 
Riverside development and why has it not come before now?” 

● One resident noted that it was vital to create a regular local forum that ‘would 
get the council here and listen’ because ‘we want justice for our estate’. 

● It was articulated that ‘a lot of people have lost faith in the council’ and that the                 
lack of engagement ‘was a problem prior to Thames Water’ giving late notice             
of road works. We only found out that these works were even planned by a               
small notice in the Dagenham Post just before the work started. 

● Engagement or consultation had been virtually non-existent from the         
developer, the council or even Thames Water and this was appalling.  The           
claim to have delivered 1,000 leaflets to Thames View seemed unlikely           
because only about 6 appear to have actually reached residents!  The council           
had a statutory duty to consult with residents over these works but didn’t             
bother to reach out to local people. 

● Allan identified that a lack of information had arisen from all three parties: the 
council, the developer (BRL) and Thames Water.  It was felt that they had not 
been ‘proactive’ in their dealings with local people.  It was noted that on 
Riverside no notice on double yellow lines because the landlord didn’t consult, 
which led to unnecessary inconvenience.  

S106/Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) Money 

● Residents asked to be provided with a clear account of how all S106/CIL 
money derived from the Barking Riverside development had been spent so far 
and asked what the plans are for how it is to be spent in the future.  

● Residents were adamant that it be ensured that wider Thames Ward residents 
benefit from this money generated by the Barking Riverside development over 
those in other parts of the borough who have not faced the challenges 
associated with living on its doorstep. 

Resident testimony from Lynn Shepherd 

● As a long time resident of Thames View Lynn spoke passionately about the             
impact that the roadworks on Thames Road and the new development in            
general have had on her but emphasised that the way forward was to ensure              
a productive dialogue and willingness to work with the developers and their            
partners working on Barking Riverside to ensure fairer outcomes for all           
Thames Ward residents noting that, we “either get on the bus and show them              
the way or we get run over by it”. 

Responses from invited speakers: 
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William Chan (Thames Water) - apologised for their lack of communication           
and noted that they could have done more to engage appropriately with residents up              
front. That going forward the message needs to get out to residents much earlier.              
They noted that the works in Thames Road are on track time-wise and satisfied that               
the one-way option was the best possible solution and that they would do night work               
if they had to but in general they won’t due to safety reasons and disrupting residents                
in eastern section. There was agreement that future works need more engagement            
in the future and that more should have been done to communicate with residents              
including a plan of works and a traffic management plan. 

Matt Carpen (Barking Riverside Ltd) - thanked the Thames View TRA and            
Thames Ward Community Project for the invitation to the meeting and acknowledged            
that the meeting was long overdue. Matt also noted that he is encouraged that              
residents want to work with him and BRL and that he and his team agree that the                 
lack of communication was completely unacceptable and that as a team BRL needs             
to work better to improve this in future. He also promised the development of a new                
London Overground Station at Barking Riverside and would welcome views from           
residents on this. That there will be new road access within new part of the estate in                 
addition to the current three. In reference to safety concerns that there is an              
opportunity with the Council to do more RE traffic management via Daniel Pope             
(LBBD). Bike hire opportunities will be forthcoming too.  

John Walker (Highways, LBBD) – acknowledge that they don’t always get it            
right but believe that the current traffic management scheme is the least disruptive             
compared to short sections and temporary traffic lights with prolonged hold-ups.           
Recent incidents on A13 and fire on River Road have exacerbated the problem.             
Have spoken to TFL about possibly adjusting timings of traffic signals. Engaging with             
police necessary to ensure more action taken on reckless drivers and happy to take              
that back to colleagues along with parking issues back to parking enforcement            
colleagues. Agreed to look at yellow box junction on Bastable Avenue/River Road            
which was removed during previous works and not reinstated. The Bastable Avenue            
restrictions from Renwick Road the restriction was only in the mornings and it was              
removed because this was believed to help local residents in view of the increased              
traffic going to the new Riverside School campus to prevent the need for parents to               
drive all the way around River Road. The restriction can be reinstated if that is the                
most sensible thing to do. Stated that enforcement technology via number plate            
recognition cameras is not available. Lobbying with TFL is being taken forward RE             
A13 junctions. 

Daniel Pope (Planning, LBBD) - admitted they got it wrong with Thames            
Road works and that far more notice should have been given and that there needs to                
be a commitment to working better together accepting that it is the Council’s             
responsibility to reach residents and consult as many people as possible and how             
best to consult people locally. Safety as a recurring issue was noted as was the               
feeling that local people felt that the removal of the restrictions on Bastable had              
made the area less safe. Mentioned a scheme they have used elsewhere in the              
borough, ‘DIY Streets’, as an approach to working with the community to design             
schemes and the council facilitates this. Daniel committed to go back to see if there               
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was further funding for something like this to take place in Thames View. Looking at               
a dock less bike hire scheme where more bikes could be installed on Thames View               
estate in the future. Noted that a special bus had been put on for Primary school                
children to get to Riverside Campus funded by BRL. Noted that legally S106 can              
only be spent to address the impacts of the development that the funds have come               
from and there is a big package of S106 from Barking Riverside, some of it that will                 
benefit Thames Ward residents and some of it which won’t but it includes the train               
station and line, the buses, etc. Agreed with the Chair that the amount received over               
3 years so far is £2,182,000 of which £109k is retained for administration,             
neighbourhood proportion is £327k and money available for strategic projects is           
£1,745,000 that is mostly going on Parsloes Park. Confirmed that BRL is not paying              
CIL because it was approved prior to its introduction in 2008 it is only paying S106.                
Also, that there is a budget in the Riverside S106 for off-site highway improvements              
to look at the junctions of Bastable Avenue with Renwick Road, River Road and the               
Thames Road and River Road junctions so there is money in the S106 to address               
those junctions. Also that there is a transport strategy for Barking Riverside which             
will monitor the impacts of the Barking Riverside development and look at            
remediation measures if necessary. 

Josephine Channer (Thames Ward Councillor) – expressed significant        
concern at the circumstances local residents have had to endure and concern that it              
seems that risk assessments and stress tests may not have been done and             
described the works as a ‘major failure’. She stressed that these problems are a              
direct result of BRL, LBBD and Thames Water not working together and that it is               
important to acknowledge these failures. As a resident of Thames View Josie noted             
the pollution caused by the unacceptable extra traffic on Bastable Avenue had            
caused her to personally have difficulty breathing just the day prior to the meeting.              
She also noted that she was disappointed that the response from the responsible             
authorities seemed to suggest that A13 delays cannot be predicted since the estate             
is off the A13 and these are inevitable and should be planned for immediately based               
on residents helpful solutions. Emphasised the importance for residents to get           
together and work with the developers, council etc going forward and recognised and             
thanked the community, the TRA and the Thames Ward Community Project for            
organising the meeting. 

Proposed solutions from residents: 

● Reinstatement of lollipop crossings and paid lollypop people 
● Speed and table bumps 
● Pelican lights 
● Speed limit reduced to 20mph on Bastable Avenue 
● Enforcement measures including speed cameras 
● Reinstating the yellow box at the junction of Bastable Avenue and River Road             

which was erased by TFL when they worked on River Road to enable buses              
to get access to Riverside. 

● 24hr monitoring of Thames Road due to one-way scheme being ignored and            
dangerous driving. 
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● S106 or other compensation for the benefit of Thames Ward residents. 

Agreed actions from guest speakers: 

● BRL - agreed to further meetings with the Thames View Tenants and            
Residents Association. 

● BRL - offered to engage with all the Tenants and Residents Associations on             
Thames Ward collectively in the future to ensure there is a better process of              
collaboration and engagement with local residents.  

● BRL - acknowledged the need to engage in or develop forums for residents to              
engage with and inform the plans of the developers on various areas of             
interest which all deserve their own time and agreed to go away and come              
back with options of how best to do so in collaboration with LBBD. 

● All - Acknowledgement from all parties in attendance that there is a need for              
them to work better together and include TFL as those responsible for A13. 

● Highways - have asked TFL for a response as to why buses other than the               
EL1, and 2 are using Bastable Avenue as a cut through to their depot on               
River Road. 

● Highways - agreed to look at reinstating yellow box junctions. 
● Planning - agreed that they need to reinstate the Bastable Avenue morning            

restrictions. 
● All - Promises of a coordinated action plan emerging from LBBD and BRL             

based on feedback from the meeting. 

Final words 

● Matt emphasised that this should be seen as the first of many opportunities 
for local residents to hear back directly from those responsible for planning, 
developing and serving the wider Thames Ward area and thanked residents 
in attendance for the positive contributions to the discussion, noting that the 
Thames Ward Community Project is pleased to be working with the Thames 
View TRA and other groups to broker positive changes for local people. 

● Allan summed up by saying that it has been a productive evening and noted 
that engagement from the council and other responsible bodies with the 
community up until now had been poor and referred to the council’s strapline 
of “no resident left behind” and “the pursuit of growth for the benefit of 
everyone” and demanded that the council engage more with residents to 
ensure these statements are more than just words. He thanked people for 
their participation and contributions and also gave thanks to Christ Church for 
use of the venue.  

● Lynn Shepherd called for a vote of thanks for Allan, Joyce and Pam of the 
Thames View Tenants and Residents Association and Matt of the Thames 
Ward Community Project for organising the meeting asked if people would 
join the meeting organisers to campaign on the issues they had raised.  The 
answer was unanimously positive so there will be further meetings in the near 
future 
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